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0. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of the Cauchy problem for analytic pseudodifferential 
operators on a compact analytic manifold r [ 11, we were led to obtain sharp 
estimates for such operators in a scale of Banach spaces described by means 
of iterates of globally defined vector fields on r. 
In this paper, using a more geometric approach, we obtain for a larger 
class of operators (which could not be handled in [l]), new sharp estimates 
in complex tubular neighborhoods of r. It should be mentioned that some of 
the techniques of this paper were inspired by C. B. Morrey’s treatment of 
elementary solutions of elliptic operators [7]. 
In Chapters I and II, a class of local as well as global pseudodifferential 
operators is described, using their distributions kernels (comparison of this 
class with other known classes of pseudodifferential operators can be found 
in [4]). Lm and Holder estimates in the complex domain are obtained first 
for local operators, then for global ones. 
These estimates, which might have some interest on their own, are then 
used to study some nonlinear Cauchy problems in Chapter III. Our result 
(Theorem 111.1) can be considered as a new generalization of the nonlinear 
version of Cauchy-Kovalevsky theorem to the case of pseudodifferential 
operators considered here. 
Finally, an application to existence and uniqueness of analytic solutions of 
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Euler’s equations for nonviscous incompressible fluid is also given in 
Chapter III. This application was first announced in [3] with somewhat 
different methods. 
I. STATEMENT OF GLOBAL RESULTS 
Let r be a compact connected real analytic manifold of dimension II. In 
this chapter we shall give some sharp global estimates for a class of analytic 
pseudodifferential operators acting on r. 
1.1. Tubular Complex Neighborhoods of r 
Let f be an n-dimensional complex analytic manifold containing r as a 
totally real submanifold. Let d be a distance on f; for s > 0 small enough 
denote 
r,= {zd; d(z,T)<s}. 
In fact, we need more information on the tubular neighborhoods r,. We can 
choose d to be a smooth Riemannian metric on f such that we have the 
orthogonal decomposition 
where TT and Ti= are the tangent bundles of r and f, and J is the almost 
complex structure associated to the complex structure of i? Before giving a 
more precise description of r, in local charts, we introduce some notation. 
If A > 0, denote by B(0, A) the open ball of IR” centered at 0 of radius A. 
Let s, > 0, S,_ I be the unit sphere in IR”, f(#, x, s) be a smooth positive 
function defined on S,-, x B(0, A) x [0, s,], and e(#, x, S) = sf($, x, s). For 
s E (0, so], denote by @(A, s) the following open set of C”: 
P(A,s)={z=x+iyEC”;xEB(O,A),Iyl<e(~,x,s) 
for ~=Id4,4ES,-,l- 
(I.1 > 
We have: 
LEMMA 1.1. There is s,, > 0 such that for each x E r there exist a 
positive function fE C”(S,-, x B(O,A) x [0, s,]), A > 0, and a local chart 
(6, O), where d ’ IS an open neighborhood of x in p, and 0 is a holomorphism 
from @(A, s,) (defined by (1.1) with e = sf) onto fi, such that for each 
s E (0, s,], 
d n r, = @(@(A, s)). (1.2) 
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1.2. Analytic PseudodifSerential Operators 
Before giving the definition of analytic pseudodifferential operators acting 
globally on r, we need to define such operators locally, in open sets of IF?“. 
Let A, M, R be three positive numbers satisfying R < A, A + R < M, and 
k(x,X) a distribution on B(0, A) x B(0, M) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) There are B, an open neighborhood of B(0, A) in G”, and a 
neighborhood of B(0, M)\(O) in c”\(O) of the form 
W = {X + iY E C”, 1 YI < h 1x1 < hM}, h > 0, (1.3) 
such that f = k IB~O,A~x~B~O,M~~IOl~ extends holomorphically to B” X .Y and 
satisfies: 
For every compact set F c ij, there is C > 0 such that 
I.& Z)l< cl-q-“-m for (z, Z) E F x .y (I-4) 
with m > 0 (independent of F). 
(ii) The distribution k is of the form: 
k(x, .) = FpJ(x, +) + x C,(x) 6@‘, (1.5) 
lal<rn 
where the C,‘s extend holomorphically to fi, 8 E C,“(B(O, M)), t? E 1 near 0 
and Fp, defined by 
for 4 E Cr(B(O, M)). 
(iii) If m E N, then for every compact set F c fi there is C > 0 such 
that for every a E R\l”, 1 a I = m, and every E > 0, 
IJ X=f(z, X) dX < C for z E F. (1.6) E<lXl<M 
Note that condition (1.5) is independent of the choice of the cut-off 
function 0. 
If k satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii), we associate to it the operator 
(Ku)(x) = J k(x, x - X) u(X) dX (I.71 
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defined for u E CF(i3(0, A)) and x E B(0, R). We call K a local analytic 
pseudodifferential operator of order m, defined in B(0, A). 
We are now ready to define a class of operators acting on the manifold lY 
Let u be an analytic positive measure on K We consider operators x acting 
on P(r) defined by their distributions kernels & 
h(x) = I, &(x, A’) u(X) dv(X), u E c(r). (1.8) 
We assume that i; is analytic off the diagonal A of r x r. It is clear that for 
each local chart (0, 0) of r, where 0 is an analytic diffeomorphism of 
B(0, A) c R” onto J2, we can write for u E C?(Q) and x E B(0, A), 
(lb 0 O)(x) = I,. i;@(x), O(X))(u 0 O)(X)(dv o O)(X) 
= J k(x, x - qu 0 O)(x) dx, 
with 
k(x, x -x> dX = &O(x), O(X))(dv o O)(X). (1.9) 
Furthermore, we assume that the distribution k(x,X), which is defined for 
]x] < A, ]x - XI < A, satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) stated above 
(possibly replacing A by A/3), i.e., the operator K defined by (1.7) is a local 
analytic pseudodifferential operator of order m. 
If the distribution kernel c of the global operator 2 defined by (1.8) 
satisfies all the conditions stated above, we say that Z? is an analytic 
pseudodlrerential operator of order m defined on r. 
It should be noted that this class of operators coincides with those 
introduced by other authors using the symbols of the operators, we refer to 
[4] for the proof of this fact. 
1.3. Sharp Global Estimates 
If z E r, with s > 0, denote by 6,(z) the distance of z to the boundary of 
r,. Choose ,u E (0, 1) fixed in the rest of this paper. Finaly denote by d(r) 
the space of complex valued (real) analytic functions defined on r. 
We have the following global result: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let I? be an analytic pseudodlflerential operator of order 
m > 0 defined on r. There are s, > 0 and C > 0 such that for every 
s E (0, s,] and every u E &‘(q, which extends holomorphically to r,, l?u is 
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also in &(I’), extends holomorphically to r,, and the following estimates 
hold for every z E r,: 
(1) Ifm > 0, then 
pG.l(z)l c$(Z)‘-fl+* G c ;:F I u(C) ~,(c)‘-r I. (I. 10) 5 
(2) If m = 0, then 
Imz)l4(z)‘-’ < c lh sl y; I a) ~,W~l. (I. 11) 
s 
It is easy to see that there exists C > 0 such that for 0 < S’ < s < s, and 
ZET,, 
(s -s’) < a,(z) and 44z) < 4(z). 
Therefore Theorem 1 easily yields: 
COROLLARY 1.1. Zf m > 0, Estimate (1.10) in Theorem 1 can be replaced 
by the following: 
ForO<s’<s<s,, 
(Of course C is independent of s, s’ and u). 
In order to consider some nonlinear problems, it is useful to have 
estimates for R in some Banach algebras of analytic functions defined on I’. 
We need first to introduce some notation. 
If ,u E (0, l), and R is an open set of IRn (or c”), denote by C‘(G) the 
space of continuous functions on D satisfying 
Ilull CU(rT) = ;ppn I @)I + ( y;Fg x R I u(x) - U(Y)1 < o. IX-YIP . 
(I. 13) 
x, 
If R is an open set of a Riemannian manifold with distance d, C”(n) can be 
similarly defined by replacing Ix - y 1 in (I. 13) by_ d(x, y). T_he space C@(a) 
is then a Banach algebra. If R, c Q,, then P(Qn,) c P(Q,), the injection 
being of norm <l. 
We have 
THEOREM 1.2. Let I? be an analytic pseudodt@erential operator of order 
m > 0 defined on r. There is s, > 0 such that for each s2 E (0, s,) there exists 
C > 0 for which the following holds: 
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If s2 < s’ < s < s, , and u E d(r) and extends holomorphically to r,, then 
(I. 14) 
If m = 0, (1.14) also holds for s = s’. 
II. LOCAL ESTIMATES AND PROOFS OF THEOREMS I.1 AND I.2 
In this Section we prove some estimates for local analytic pseudodif- 
ferential operators as defined in Section I. These results, which might have 
some interest on their own, are then used to prove Theorems I.1 and 1.2. 
II. 1. Holomorphic Extension 
Let K be a local analytic pseudodifferential operator defined in 
B(0, A) c R” by (1.7), where k satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii) stated in 1.2. 
Let f be a smooth positive function defined on S,- I X B(0, R) x [0, s,] 
(s, > 0), and set e(#, x, s) = sf(q4 x, s). If h is the constant in (1.3), we 
introduce the notation 
‘Z=?F(R,s,h)= {z=x+iyEC”;Ixi <R,lyl <e(#,x,s), 
Y = IYI 4 and IYI < h(R - I-W. 
(II. 1) 
We assume 
Q(R, s,, h) c8. (11.2) 
(B introduced in Condition (i) in 1.2.) With the assumptions tated above we 
have: 
LEMMA 11.1. There is s, E (0, so] such that if s E (0, s,], and 
u E C&3(0, A)) and extends holomorphically to V(R, s, h), then (Ku)(x) 
defined by (1.7) for x E R”, 1x1 < R, extends also holomorphically to 
g’(R, s, h). 
Proof. First we prove this lemma with the additional assumption 
sup ] grad,f (4, x, ~11 < i$ If (94 x5 s)l 2R 3 
1.m 
it will be dropped later. 
Let 0 defined by (11.1). For E E (0, R), let 
(11.3) 
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Since Z = U, %$?,, it suffices to show that KU extends holomorphically to @c 
for every E. Thus we can fix E E (0, R). Let xE be the characteristic function 
of B(0, E). Set 
kl(x, *I = 65 *>x,(.)* 
We have for 1x1 <R, 
Ku(x) = (ko(x, 3 4x -X)) + {,,_,, >E k(x, x - X) u(X) dir. 
Since u extends holomorphically to g, using i) and (11.2) we can define 
K, u(z, t> = (ko(z, X), u(t - X)) for (z, t) E Q x @Ye’,, (11.4) 
which is a holomorphic function on $9 X ec. (In fact, if w E C,“(B(O, E)), 
w z 1 on B(0, s/2), we have 
Therefore the function z +-+ K, U(Z, z) is holomorphic on gE. 
For z E GYc onsider the n-dimensional manifold contained in C” defined 
by 
s, = {z(r, 0) = tz + pB; t E [0, 11, 8 E S,-, and P = t& + (1 - f)R 1. (11.5) 
It follows from the definitions of @ ((11.1)) and gE’,, and the additional 
assumption (11.3), that S, is contained in %? for z E ge. 
Consider the integral 
K, u(z) = I,, k(z, z - Z) u(Z) dZ for z E ge. (11.6) 
We claim that K, u defines a holomorphic function on gc. Indeed, by 
definition of the integral and (11.5), we have 
K, 4~) = 1 k(z, (1 - t)z - pe) u(tz + ~0) J(t, z, 8) dr de, 
to.11 xs,-, 
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with p = I& + (1 - t)R, 
J(f,Z,e)=p-’ (z. e+Z) 
=(ts+(1-t)R)“-‘(z*e+&-q. 
J is an entire function of z. It is easy to check that when t E [O, 11, 19 E S,-, , 
and z E gc’,, the vector (1 - t)z - p0 is in .V (defined by (1.3)), where k is 
holomorphic, i.e., 
1 Im(( 1 - t)z - pe)] < h ] Re(( 1 - t)z - pt9)] < hM. 
This proves our claim that K, u is holomorphic in G$ 
Finally, define 
&u(z) = j k(z, z - X) u(X) dx. 
R<IXI<A 
(11.7) 
Again it is easy to see that z -X E ZY when z E ge and R < /X( < A, thus 
K, u is holomorphic in gc. 
Note that for x real, (x] < R - E, we have 
Ku(x) = K,u(x, x) + K, u(x) + K, u(x). (11.8) 
Each of the three terms of the right-hand side of (11.8) can be 
holomorphically extended to K ((11.4), (11.6), (11.7)). Therefore the proof of 
the lemma under the additional assumption (11.3) is complete. 
It remains to show how (11.3) can be dropped. Choose R’ satisfying 
0 ( R’ < R and 
sup I grad, f($, x, s)] < inf If ($4 XY s)l 2R” . x.0 x,uJ 
(11.9) 
Then choose s, E (0, so] such that 
s, supf(#, x, s) < z&. (II. 10) 
For x,E iR”, Ix,,J<R--I?, define 
~(X~)=~(X~,R’,s,h)={z=x+iyEC”,~x-x,~ <R, 
I~l~~~9,~,~),~=I~l~~~dlyl~~(~-~x-~,I)}. 
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Making use of (11.9) and (II.lO), the reader can easily check the following 
for any s E (0, s,], 
Q(R, s, h) = u 57(x0, IT, s, h). 
Ix,,1 <R -17 
(11.11) 
Therefore, in order to prove Lemma 11.1, it &ices to show that Ku extends 
holomorphically to F(x,, fi, s, h) for all x0, Ix,, ] Q R - R’, knowing that u 
does. Possibly after a translation, without loss of generality we can assume 
x,, = 0. The first part of the proof can now be used (R being replaced by R, 
and A by A + Ix,,]), since (11.9) (i.e., (11.3)) holds. The proof is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
11.2. Local Weighted Loo Estimates 
We shall prove a local version of Theorem I.1 which will imply the latter. 
Let K be a local analytic pseudodifferential operator defined by (1.7), where 
k satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) stated in 1.2. We shall use the same 
notation as in I.2 and 11.1. 
If z = x + i ( y ( $ E B(R, s) (defined by (I. 1)) we denote in this section 
d(z) = 4(z) = 44 x, s> - I YI 
(If y = 0,6(x) = S,(x) = infmESn-, e($, x, s). 
We have: 
THEOREM II. 1. Let K be a local analytic pseudodlflerential operator of 
order m defined by (1.7). For every R’, 0 < R’ < R, there are s, E (0, so] and 
C > 0 such that for every s E (0, sl] and u E CT(B(O, A)) which extends 
holomorphically to B(R, s), Ku extends holomorphically to @(RI, s) and for 
every z E @(RI, s) the following inequalities hold: 
If m > 0, 
(II. 12) 
If m=O, 
IJWI 4(z)‘-’ 
<C SUP 
SEP(R.S) 
Ia) 4WUl + lm WI 4(z)‘-’ ;;g lMt)l). (11.13) 
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Proof: First it should be noted that if V(R, s, h) is defined by (11.1) and 
0 < R’ < R, then for s small enough we have the following inclusions 
b(R’, s) c ‘3Y(R, s, h) c b(R, s). (II. 14) 
Therefore if u E C,“(B(O, A)) and extends holomorphically to F”(R, s), 
Lemma II.1 and (II. 14) imply that Ku extends holomorphically to @(R’, s) 
for small s. 
Now for z =x + iy E @‘(RI, s) and fixed, we introduce the following n 
dimensional manifolds 
cYo={Z=~+iy;~EIR”, It--x~<c?,(z)} (II. 15) 
SF1 = 
I 
IYI Z=x + ity+p& tE [O,l], BE S,-, andp=d,(z) + (1 - ‘)h . 
I 
(II. 16) 
Note that there is s, E (0, so], depending on h, R, R’ and the function 
e(#, x, s), such that for all z E @(R’, s), 0 < s Q s,, the sets Y0 and <Y, are 
contained in b(R, s). 
If u is as in Th. II.1 we define 
gj(z> = I,, k(zV z - z, u(z) dz, j=o, 1,2. 
I 
(II. 18) 
By deformation of the contours of integration in the complex domain, and in 
view of Lemma II.1 and (11.8), we can use Cauchy Theorem (i.e., Stokes 
Theorem) to prove that for z E B(R’, s) and 0 < s < s1 ,
Ku(z) = g,(z) + gl(z) + &(z), (II. 19) 
where the gis are defined by (11.18). We shall estimate separately each of the 
gj)s, j = 0, 1, 2. 
0. Estimate of g,(z). 
We obtain from (II. 15) and (II. 18) 
g,(z) = j k(z, x) u(z - X) dx. 
1x1 <S(Z) 
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The “integral” has to be considered in the distributions sense. Adding and 
subtracting, we obtain 
go(z) = j MI <6(Z) &9X) u(z-x)- 2 I lal<lrnl 
q(-X)=/ dX 
+ I I 
k(z, X) q dX) D%(z), (11.20) 
1x1 <S(Z) a. 
where [M] is the smallest integer <m. 
Set 
J,(z) =I k(z, X) X” dx. 
1x1 <S(r) 
Let (v E Cr(B(O, M)), ly E 1 on a neighborhood of B(0, 6,(z)) for s E (0, s, ] 
(which is possible for s, small enough), and z E @(R’, s). We have 
J,(z) = H,(z) -I,(z), 
with 
I,(Z) = 1 k(z, -9 X” w(x) dx. 
1x1 >S(z) 
It follows from (1.5) that H,(z) is holomorphic on b(R, s,) and bounded; it 
is independent of 6,(z). 
Making use of (1.4) (and (1.6) when m E N), we obtain for all cx, 
Ial< [ml, sE(O,s,l, 
with C independent of z and s. Therefore, the same inequality (with a 
different constant C) holds for J,, 
I J,(z)1 < C&)‘=‘-‘T z E @(R, s). (IL2 1) 
In order to estimate the last sum in the right hand side of (11.20), we need 
to use Cauchy’s formula to estimate D%(z), for z E b(R’, s). 
There is M > 0 such that for each z E B(R’, s), 0 < s Q s,, the cycle 
y,={tEC”; ~zj-rj~=M6s(z), l<j<n} (11.22) 
is contained in @(R, s), and for r E y, 
C’4(z) < w> < CUZ)~ (11.23) 
505/48/2-l 
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where C and C’ are positive constants independent of z and s. For any a we 
have 
1 
D”u(z) = t2;;)” I 
u(t) 
y, @ _ Z)a+(l) dt, 
where (1) is the multi-index (l,..., 1). Therefore we conclude, using (11.22) 
and (11.23), 
ID”u(z)l < Ccss(Z)“-‘-‘a’ ;y 124(t) B(t)‘--BI (11.24) 
I 
for zEB(R’,s), 0 <s<s,. 
Using the integral form of the remainder in Taylor’s formula, the first 
integral of the right hand side of (11.20) can be written 
w=j W -9 
IX <6(Z) 
X ([m] + l)(l -t)‘“” c 
Ibl=lml+~ 
%h(z - tX)dtj dX. 
P! 
As we have established (11.24), we can also prove for 1x1 < 6(z), 
ID%(z - tx)l < a(z)‘-‘-‘4 sup 
Is@(R.s) 
lu(C) 6(z)‘-“I, 
therefore, making use gain of (1.4), we obtain 
‘z(z)’ G c IXI-n-m+‘m’+l dX 6(z)“+“-* sufSb lu(C) S(C)‘-‘1, 
which implies with a different C, 
lZ(z)l < cqzy-1 sup lu(C) s([)‘-q. 
le6’W.s) 
(11.25) 
Putting (11.20), (11.21), (11.24), and (11.25) together, we obtain for 
zEB(R’,s), 0 <s<s,, 
Ig&)l <w4”-m-1 sup I43w)‘-~l. Is@(R,s) 
(11.26) 
1. Estimate of gl(z). 
It follows from (II. 16) and (11.18) that we have 
g,(z) =j k(z, (1 - t) iy - p9) u(x + ity + ~0) .T(t, 0, z) dt de 
fSIO.ll 
f3ESnm, 
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where 
J(t, e, z) = 
dZ, A ... A dZ, 
dtAd8 =’ 
n-1 
Using (1.4) we get 
I g,(z)l G c J I(1 -t)iy-pe)I-“-mpn-’ 
fElO,ll 
ess,-, 
(?+iyB1 (1127) 
x S(x + ity + PO)“-’ dt de ss.~p s) 1 u(C) S(C ‘-‘II 
On the other hand, we have 
6(x+ify+pB)=e(f4x+p&s)-t/y1 
=e(/,x,s)-Iyl+(l--t)Iyl+e((,x+pB,s)-e((,x,s) 
2 4~) + (1 - 4 I Y I -P ,;y~~ II grad, eM 6 s)ll. 
Since p = 6(z) + (1 - t)(l y I/h), we get 
6(x + ity + PO) 2 W(z) + (1 - t) I Y I), 
provided that 
(11.28) 
)I grad, e((, r, s)ll < inf $ + Y 
( 1 
which is satisfied for 0 < s < S, , and s1 small. Inequalities (11.27) and (11.28) 
yield 
I g,(z) < c $Ws) IW a)w-‘l IYI 
x ~((l-t)~y~+p)-“-mp”l(6(z)+(l-t)~y~)u-1dt I 
The sought estimate for g, follows: 
I g,(z)1 < wZ)~-m-’ SUP IW WP (11.29) 
Ss@(R.s) 
for z E B(R’, s), 0 < s < S, and S, small enough. 
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2. Estimate of g*(z). 
From (II. 17), (II. 18), and (1.4) we get for z E @‘(RI, s), 0 < s < s, , 
(IYI + Ix-W”-” a 1x1 <A 
S(z)+lYl/h<lx-xl 
which implies 
I &(Z)l < c $y I @>I j I Yl-- dY. 
m)+lYl/h<IYI<A+R 
Finally, we obtain 
I &)I < c yg I WI 6(z)-m for m > 0, 
(11.30) 
I g*(z)I < c ;Y$ I u(t) 11% d(z)1 for m = 0. 
Theorem 11.1 is now an immediate consequence of (11.19), (11.26), (11.29), 
and (11.30). Q.E.D. 
Observing that if s, is small enough, then for 0 < s’ < s < s, we have for 
z E d(R’, s’), 
J,@) < CW)~ 
c, s Q 6,(z) < C,(s - s’), 
Theorem II. 1 yields: 
COROLLARY 11.1. With the assumptions, notation and conclusions of 
Theorem 11.1, if z E b(R’, s’) with 0 < s’ < s < s,, then the following 
inequalities hold: If m > 0, 
(II.3 1) 
If m=O, 
IKu(z)I &(z)‘-p < c $RpS) I a-) 4trrp I + s I-@ [log sj ;:g lu(t)l. (11.32) 
(11.32) also holds for s = s’. 
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11.3. Local Holder Estimates 
In this section we shall prove a local version of Theorem 1.2, namely: 
THEOREM II.2. Let K be a local analytic pseudodtflerential operator 
defined by (1.7). For every R’ E (0, R) there is s, E (0, so] such that for every 
s2 E (0, s,) there is C > 0 satisfying the following: 
Given s’, s with s~<s’<s<s,, and u E CF(R(O, A)) which extends 
holomorphically to @‘(R, s), then, 
c 
IIKullcw+, G (s _ s,)m {II 4w3~ + II 4IcT?.~ 1, (11.33) 
with 
@ = b(R, s), 8’ = b(R’, s’). 
Moreover, ~frn = 0, (11.33) also holds for s = s’. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem II.2 we will show, using some ideas of 
Morrey [7], how the C@(8)-norm of a holomorphic function in P is 
somewhat equivalent to the sum of some weighted L”O norms of its first 
derivatives. We will state such results only for open sets of 6” of the form 
b(R, s). However, the reader can be easily convinced that they also hold for 
more general open sets. 
LEMMA 11.2. There is s, > 0 such that for every s2 E (0, s,] there is 
C > 0 satisfying the following: 
For every s E [s2, sl] and every holomorphic function u on 0 = B(R, s), 
the following inequality holds: 
IIuIIC~~P) G C /I*1 fzg IDjU(C) Ss(C)‘-‘l + SEF lu(C) S,(C)‘-“ 1 s (11.34) 
Proof The following claim is easy to prove, and is left for the reader: 
If s, > 0 is small enough, and if 0 < s2 < s,, then there is M > 0 such that 
for every z, z’ Ee=FP(R,s) (z=x+ iy, z’ =x’ + iy’) there exist Z, 
Z’ E d of the form 
Z = x + ivy, Z’ = x’ + iv’y’ 
with v, v’ E [0, I], and satisfying 
IZ-zI<Mlz-Z’I, 
IZ’-z’I<Mlz-2’1, 
(11.35) 
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and for every c in the segment joining Z and Z’ 
I z - z’ I < M4k3. (11.36) 
-Let u be holomorphic in B = b(R, s), s2 < s < s,, we need to estimate its 
C“(8)-norm given by (1.13). If z, z’ E 8, we choose Z, Z’ satisfying (11.35) 
and (11.36), and write: 
I u(z) - u(z’)l < 1 u(z) - u(Z)1 + 1 u(Z) - u(Z’)l + 1 u(Z’) - u(z’)l. 
We have 
I #(‘I - u(z)I < i,’ $I DjU(z + t(z - z))(zj - zj) dt 
J 
< 5 suP IDju(C)6,(C)‘-uI lzjezjl 
j=1 SE@ 
Since 
x 
I 
’ S,(z + t(Z - z))“ - ’ dr. 
0 
we obtain 
6,(z + t(z - Z)) = e((, x, s) - 1 y 1 + t 1 Z - z I 
>tlZ--ZI, 
iw-~(zji +-4~ J$I ffg iw~v,W~~. 
Similarly, we have 
(11.37) 
lu(z’) - u(Z’)l < + IZ’ -z’I’$ ;4.$ I+40 ~,WPl. P-38) 
On the other hand, 
124(Z)-u(Z’)I<)Z-Z’I s~~~,I S,(C)‘-’ J$, SFJ IDjU(C) ~s(C)‘-‘I* (11.39) 
Making use of (11.35~(11.39) yields 
(11.40) 
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It remains to estimate u(z). We have 
I u(z)I G I #(XII + ,d $, I DjU(X + QJ)I YjI dt 
I 
< Iu(x)I + I$* fz$ IDjU(C) J,(C)‘-“1 I YI 1’ 6,(X + iO)‘-’ dt 
0 
< I u(x)1 +$44, x3 sY T ff$ IDju(C) ss(C)‘-“l* 
Since s E [sz, s,] with s2 > 0, we easily conclude 
The lemma follows from (11.40) and (11.41). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 11.3. Let R’ E (0, R). There are s, > 0 and C > 0 such that for 
every s E (0, s,], and every function u holomorphic in B = B(R, s), and in 
C” (8), the following inequality holds : 
ProoJ: Choose s, > 0, M > 0 small enough so that, for every 
z~B(R’,s),O<s<s,,thecycle 
y,= {tEC”;(zj-tjl=M6,(z)} 
is contained in d(R, s). 
For 1 <j < n and z E @(RI, s) we have, 
WCz) = (2& I 
u(C) 
yz gj - 5) r-I;==, (C, - z,) dr, 
DP(z) = (2ilnf” I 
40 - u(z) 
)$ gj - Zj) n;=, (& - z,) dc9 
IW(4l< (2x)-” I/~llc.m~~z lc.~~l-~~~~~~z,l 
G Cllull CU(8) W)” - ‘. J Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 11.2. Note first if k(x, X) is a kernel of a local analytic 
pseudodifferential operator of order m, then, for j = I,..., n, D,k(x, X) is also 
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a kernel of such an operator. If u E CF(B(O,A)) and extends 
holomorphically to @(R, s), we have for z E @(R ‘, s), j = l,..., IZ, 
D~j(KU(z)) = (KDju)(z) + (DjK) u(z)Y 
where DjK is the operator whose kernel is D,k(x, X). 
Lemma II.2 and (11.43) yield for 0 < s2 < s’ < s, 
(11.43) 
(II.44) 
+ 3sEup4 IKDjU(C) Ss,(C)‘-‘I + 3s~up4 lKu(C) Ss,(LJ-pl 1, 
where C depends on s2 and not on s. 
For O<s,<s’<s<s,, set d; = @((R + R’)/2, s). Theorem II.1 can be 
used to estimate the terms of the right hand side of (11.44), we get (with C 
independent of s and s’) 
Theorem (11.2) then follows from (11.45) and Lemma 11.3. Q.E.D. 
11.4. Proofs of Theorems I.1 and I.2 
For every x E r let (fi,, 0,) be the local chart given by Lemma 1.1. For 
SE (O,s,] 
6, n r, = @,(@(A l.) s)). 
Choose 0 < R: < R, < A,. We can consider a finite open covering of rSO by 
@J@(Rij, so)), 1 <j < N. Set 
jiJ(Rxjv s) = @xj(@(Rxj, S))T 
and 
with obvious similar notation if R, is replaced by Aq or Rij, etc. 
If u E &(r) and extends holomorphically to r,, m order to show that Ku 
is analytic and extends holomorphically to r,, it suffices to show that Ku 
can be extended holomorphically to d,(R$ s) for each j = I,..., N. Similarly, 
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in order to prove (I.lO), (I.1 I), and (1.14) it suffices to prove them when 
z E Llx.(R;,, s), for j = l,..., A? Therefore we fix j and, for the sake of 
simplicity: we drop the index j and xj. 
Let w E CF(O(A)), w 5 1 on a(R), we have 
Ru = z@/u) + R(( 1 - l//)u). (11.46) 
Using the holomorphism 0, the first term of the right hand side of (11.46) 
has actually been studied; it is holomorphic in @!‘, S) if u is holomorphic 
in l-‘, , provided s is small enough (Theorem II. 1). Its weighted L co norm and 
its C” norm can be estimated by Theorems II.1 and 11.2. 
Making use of (1.8), the second term of the right hand side of (11.46) can 
be written 
ml - v>u)(z> = j b x)(1 - WO) ax> NX) r 
(11.47) 
= 
I @z, X)(1 - v(X)) 4x> Wm. r\n(R) 
Since i; is analytic on a neighborhood of the compact subset D(R’) x 
(T\Q(R)) of Z-‘x T\A, a((1 - v)u> is holomorphic on a complex 
neighborhood of R(R’) independent of u and containing Inl(RI,, if s, > 0 
is small enough. 
For s E (0, s,] and z E fi(R’, s) we have 
X 
we have used the fact that if s, is small enough, then there is C > 0 such that 
for every s E (0, si], every z E I-‘,, and X E r the following holds: 
4(z) < c4m. 
We also have from (11.47) 
llK(U - VbK~(n(R’,s,)) < c ET I PI. (11.49) 
Making use of Theorems II.1 and II.2 to handle the first term of the right 
hand side of (11.46), as mentioned before, and thanks to (11.48) and (11.49), 
the proofs of Theorems I.1 and I.2 are now complete. Q.E.D. 
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III. APPLICATION TO THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
III. 1. Nonlinear Cauchy Problems 
In order to consider some classes of nonlinear Cauchy problems for 
analytic pseudodifferential operators on a compact analytic manifold, we 
need to use Nishida’s theorem [9] in the abstract framework of a decreasing 
scale of Banach spaces (See also Nirenberg [8]; for a simpler proof of 
Nishida’s result see Baouendi-Goulaouic [2]). 
Let (ES)O<S<S, be a decreasing scale of Banach spaces, i.e., E, c E,, with 
injection norm <l for 0 < s’ < s < sO. A linear operator P from the vector 
space U,,, s(sO E, into itself is said to be singular of type m > 0 if and only if 
for every s, E (0, so) there is C > 0 such that for s1 < s’ < s < s,,, P maps E, 
into E,, and 
Let ,U E (0, 1) fixed as before (say p = l/2), for s E (0, so] with s0 > 0 
small enough, denote by q’(r) the subspace of C“(l’,) consisting of 
holomorphic functions on r,. Theorem I.2 states that if R is an analytic 
pseudodifferential operator of order m > 0 on I’, ten I? is singular of type m 
in the scale (e(o). It should be noted that (q(r)) is a scale of Banach 
algebras, and that 
-d(r) = u q(r). 
o<s<s, 
Slightly more general scales will be needed. If .5? is an analytic complex 
vector bundle over r with finite dimensional fibers, than possibly by 
shrinking f, the complex manifold containing r, 3’ can be extended as a 
holomorphic vector bundle over f, denoted again by 9. For so small enough 
and s E (0, so], let C“(Fs, 9) denote the space of sections of 9 over r,, 
which are of class C“. With appropriate use of local charts, we can choose 
norms on CT,, 91, II IIs, sothatforuEC~(~~,~)andO<s’~s, 
II~IIs~~II~IIs* 
Finally, denote by 4(r, ~3) the subspace of C“(Fs, 9) consisting of 
holomorphic sections on I’,. If d(T, 3’) is the space of analytic sections of 
.D over r, then we have 
(e(r, 53’)) is a decreasing scale of Banach spaces. Moreover, each T(r, 9) 
is an 4(T)-module. 
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While Theorems I.1 and I.2 deal with operators acting on scalar 
(complex) valued functions, we can also consider pseudodifferential 
operators acting on vector valued functions, i.e., on sections of analytic 
vector bundles. The definition of such operators is quite obvious, 
generalizing those given in Section 1.2. The following is essentially a 
restatement of Theorem 11.2. 
PROPOSITION III. 1. Let 2 and 9’ be two analytic vector bundles 
defined over r, and P be an analytic pseudodlflerential operator of order 
m > 0 acting from d(I’, 9) into s’(T, 9’). If s, > 0 is small enough, for 
every s, E (0, sO) there is C > 0 such that if s, <s’ < s < s0 and 
u E &(r, A?), then Pu E q,(r, S’), and 
c 
IIPUIIS~ G (S-s,)m Ilulls. 
Now we are ready to show how Proposition (111.1) can be used to solve 
some nonlinear Cauchy problems. 
IA 9,9, )..., 9k be k + 1 analytic vector bundles over r and 
u0 E -pP(r, 9). Let Q c 9 be an open neighborhood of u,(x) for all x E r. 
Let T > 0 and A, j= l,..., k, be holomorphic functions from {t E Cc, 
It I < T} x R valued in .~3’~, preserving the canonical projection over r. 
Finally for j = l,..., k, consider an analytic pseudodifferential operator Pj of 
order 1 acting from &‘(r, ~3~) into d(T, 3). 
Note that if u E &(I’, 9’) and u(x) E R for all x E r, then for every t E Cc, 
1 tl < T, the function x+J(t, u(x)) is in &(r, A3j); therefore 
THEOREM 111.1. There is E > 0, 0 < E < T, and a unique analytic 
function u(t, x) from (--E, E) x r into 9 such that for every t E (--E, E), 
x -+ u(t, x) is a section of 9 over r and 
$ (t9 X) = C (pjfj(t9 u(t9 ')))(x)9 ItI <E,Xa-, 
j=l (III. 1) 
up, x) = u,(x), x E r. 
ProoJ Consider the scale (Es)o<s+, with s,, small enough, and 
E, =q(r, 9). If s0 is sufficiently small, there is R > 0 such that 
w, u) = i P,&(t, u), 
j=l 
(111.2) 
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is defined for ItI < T and u E E,, 111 u - u,,~~~~,, < R s E (0, s,]. We must 
show that for every s, > 0 there is C > 0 such that for s, < s’ < s < s, and U, 
u E 4, lllu - dlls,w < K ill v - ~1lls.v < R 
(111.3) 
It is clear that (111.3) follows from the definition (111.2) of F, Proposition 
111.1, and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 111.1. For j = I ,..., k let fj be as above. There are s, > 0, R > 0, 
and C > 0 such that for s E (0, s,], if u E e(T, A?), 111 u - ~+,ll/~,~ < R, then 
for t E C, 1 tl < TV fj(t, U) E e(C sj); moreover, if v satisfies the same 
properties as u, then 
III&@, u) -J& v)lIls,, G c III u - v IIIS,Y . 
Proof of Lemma III. 1. The proof is quite elementary. We just indicate 
the main idea leaving out the details. Locally, 9 and 9j are trivial. 
Therefore, in local charts f =fi and u are holomorphic vector-valued 
functions whose components are (f’), i = l,..., N, and u’, I = l,..., N’. 
Expanding each f’ in power series about uO, we get 
f’(t, x, U’)...) 24”‘) = 2: aL(t, x)(u - z#. 
a 
Subtracting f’(t, x, VI,..., vN’), the lemma easily follows from the fact that 
C”(p) is a Banach algebra, and from obvious estimates of the coefficients 
ah(t, x). Q.E.D. 
Making use of (111.3), Theorem III. 1 follows from Nishada’s result. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 111.1. It is obvious that in Theorem III.1 we can allow Pj to 
depend analytically on t without changing the conclusion. 
Remark 111.2. If 4, j = l,..., k, are only continuous (resp. Cm) in t E IF?, 
It I < T, instead of being analytic, then the solution of (111.1) is only C’ (resp. 
Cm+‘) in t. 
Remark 111.3. Equation (111.1) can be considered to be quasilinear since 
the singular operators Pi are “outside” fj. We can also consider 
nonquasilinear equations, i.e., the pseudodifferential operators are “inside” 
the nonlinear functions 4. Such equations can be quasilinearized, and 
Theorem III.1 can then be applied. The reader could easily restate Theorem 
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III.1 in this general context. We shall not do it here; we rather illustrate this 
situation in a simple scalar case. 
Consider the equation 
2 =f(t, x, u, Pv) 
40, x) = v,(x), 
(111.4) 
where f is holomorphic on {t E G, 1 t1 < T} x r’ x C x C, uO, an analytic 
function defined on r, and P a first order analytic pseudodifferential operator 
acting on IY If we set 
u, = v uz=Pv 
and apply P to (111.4) we obtain 
(111.5) 
u,(O, x) = u,(x), u,(O, x) = Puo(x). 
Theorem 111.1 can now be used to solve (111.5). 
Remark 111.4. We can consider cases where singular operators are 
“inside” and “outside” the nonlinear function. As an example, consider the 
following equation: 
C% 
5 = p, f (4 x, 0, P, v) 
(111.6) 
where f is as in (111.4), and Pi, i = 1, 2, are analytic pseudodifferential 
operators of order m, > 0, with m, + m2 = 1. It is easy to reduce (111.6) to an 
equation of the type (111.5). 
111.2. Application to Euler’s Equations 
Let r be a Riemannian connected analytic compact manifold. Denote by 
TT the tangent vector bundle of r, and by V its Riemannian connection. Let 
T > 0, f~ C”([-T, T], &‘(r, Tr)), U, E &‘(r, TT), and p. E IpPQ, with 
div U, = 0 and p. > 0. Denote by (t, x) the variable in [-T, T] x IY 
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Consider the system of equations 
au 
~+“.u= grad P ---“-++f, 
P 
$ + grad,p - u = 0 
div, u = 0, (111.7) 
P(O,X) =Po(x), x E r, 
@4x) = u,(x), x E I-. 
Equations (111.7) are Euler’s equations for a nonviscous incompressible fluid. 
p and p, both unknown scalar functions of t and x, are, respectively, the 
pressure and the density of the fluid; u describes the motion of the fluid; it is 
an unknown vector field on r depending on t. 
When p0 is a positive contant independent of x (homogeneous fluid) (111.7) 
reduces to: 
a24 
;js+vuu= grad, P -+f 
PO 
div,u=O (111.8) 
up, x) = u,(x), x E I-. 
In the Cm case (i.e., f and u. are P), Ebin and Marsden [5] solved 
(111.8) for small t. Marsden extended this result, solving the nonhomogeneous 
case (111.7) [6]. 
We will show here how the methods used in Section III. 1 can give analytic 
solutions in x for small t. More precisely, we have: 
THEOREM 111.2. With f, uo, and p. given as described above, there exist 
c E (0, T), a unique 24 E C’((--E, E), d(r, TT)), 4 unique p E C’((--E, E), 
J(I)) and p E CO((-e, E), J/Q) uniquely determined up to a constant, 
satisfying (111.7) in (--E, E) x K 
Moreover, iff is also analytic in t, so are the solutions u, p, and p. 
If p. is a positive constant independent of x, then p(t, x) 3 p. and (u,p) 
satisfy (111.8). 
Proof: We will write grad = grad, and div = div,. Note that if v is a 
smooth vector field on r, we have: 
If div v = 0, then V,v = div(v @ v). (111.9) 
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We start by eliminating the pressure p from (111.7) by projecting the first 
equation of (111.7) on the subspace of divergence free vector fields. In order 
to do this, we introduce the following notation: 
If p is a positive analytic function defined on r, set 
A, = div f grad 
Q, = grad A; ’ div, A,, =I-+Qp, 
(III. 10) 
(III. 11) 
A, is a second order elliptic operator acting on dQ; Qp and A, are 
analytic pseudodifferential operators of order 0 acting in J(r, Tr>. 
We have for u E ~‘(r, 77) and p E d(r): 
A,U=U if div u = 0, 
divA,u=O, (III. 12) 
A 
P 
gradp =O - . 
P 
Applying A, to both sides of the first equation in (111.7), and using (111.9) 
and (III. 12), it is easy to see that the system (111.7) is equivalent to the 
following Equations (III. 13) and (III. 14). 
au 
5 + A, div(u @ u) = An f 
3P ;iT+gradp.u=O 
(III. 13) 
p = A;’ div(div(u @ u) -f). (III. 14) 
Thus, in order to prove Theorem 11.2, it suftices to solve (111.13), in which 
the pressure p has been eliminated. 
If pO(x) = p0 is a positive constant, then it is obvious that the unique 
solution of the second equation in (III. 13) is p s pO. Therefore, in this case, 
(III. 13) reduces to 
z + ADo div(u 0 u) =Ap,f 
(111.15) 
u(0, x) = u,(x). 
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Since APO div is a first order analytic pseudodifferential operator acting from 
&‘(r, TT@ Tr) into &(r, TI’), Theorem III.1 can be applied, and gives the 
desired result. 
When p,,(x) varies in x, solving (111.13) is more complicated. Theorem 
III.1 cannot be directly used, since here the pseudodifferential operator 
AP div depends (nonlinearly) on p, which is part of the unknown. We could 
state a general theorem which could apply to this situation. We will not do 
so however. We shall inspect the proof of Theorem 111.1, and add the 
necessary ingredients to make it work in the case of Eq. (III. 13). 
Setting 
F(t, u) = 
Ap 
(III. 16) 
(III. 13) can be written 
J$+F(r, u)=o 
(III. 17) 
U(0, x) = U,(x) = udx) 
b 1 o(x) * 
We must show an estimate of the form (111.3) for F(t, U) in the scale of 
Banach spaces (E,) with 
E, = e(r, Tr) x &V-l. (III. 18) 
For the sake of simplicity of notation, we denote by 11 Is the norm in E, as 
well as the norm in each factor of the product in (III. 18). Note that if u, 
u Ee(r, Tr) and p E&(T) we have 
IIPUIIS G c IIPIIS Ilull, 
Ilu ’ ~lls~cII~Il,lI~lls~ 
(III. 19) 
with C independent of s E (0, so), s,, small. 
We need the following results. 
LEMMA 111.2. If p,, p2 are two positive functions in -4(I’) and Q,,, i = 1, 
2, are defined by (III. 1 l), then 
Qo,-Q,,=Qm (;-;)Qw (111.20) 
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ProoJ: Using (III. 11) we have: 
Qo, (k-k) Q,, = grad A;*’ div grad A;,’ div. 
Since 
AD2 - A, I = div & - ;f;) grad, 
we obtain (111.20) at once. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 111.3. Ifs, is small enough, for s, E (0, s,) there are R > 0 and 
C > 0 such that for s E [s,, so], p E q(T), I/p -po(lS < R, the pseudodif 
ferential operator Q0 maps e(r, Tr> into itself and 
II Qsllsws~r,m < C. (III.2 1) 
ProoJ: Using (111.20) we obtain for p > 0 
(Z-Q,, (2-i)) Q,=Q,,- (111.22) 
Since Qp, is an analytic pseudodifferential operator of order 0 independent of 
p, we use Prop. III.1 to estimate its norm in Y(e(r, TI’)). Also note that 
l/p is an analytic function of p, p > 0; therefore we can use Lemma III. 1. 
Using (IILlO), we conclude that for s,, small enough, and s, E (0, s,), there is 
R>O such that, if p E*(r), s E [si, s,,], and lip -polls <R, we have 
Therefore Z - Qp,( l/@,) - l/p) is invertible, and using (111.22), 
Q, = i. [Q,, (i-f) In Qm' 
which yields (III.2 1). Q.E.D. 
End of proof of Theorem 111.2. Observing that l/p is analytic in p for 
p > 0, that u @ u is analytic in u, and using Proposition 111.1, Lemmas 111.1, 
111.2, and 111.3, as well as (111.19), we easily obtain for F(t, u), defined by 
(III. 16): 
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If s,, > 0 is small enough, for every s, E (0, s,,) there are R > 0, C > 0 such 
that for U, VE E,, 11 U- U,ll, < R, II V- U,ll, < R and 0 < S, <s’ < s < sO, 
Nishida’s theorem yields existence and uniqueness for Eq. (III. 17). Q.E.D. 
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